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A B S T R A C T

A spectroscopic study of nanostructured lanthanum-doped cerium oxide samples showed that a mild decrease by
5.3% in the surface concentration of Ce(III) species and, a reduction by 0.2 eV in the so-called energy-gap (EF –
Ev) after lanthanum addition was sufficient to create the previously reported significant dual behavior when
exposed to carbon monoxide at 653 K. The observed X-ray diffraction patterns indicated the presence of a pure
fluorite-type crystalline structure. A higher presence of paramagnetic defects clusters, indicated by electron
paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy measurements and confirmed by the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy,
was attributed as being responsible for its dual behavior in a CO(g) atmosphere. Theoretical studies have shown
the band structure and density of state of the pure and doped material, illustrating the orbitals that participate in
the valence band and conduction band. The addition of a small quantity of La3+ converted some Ce3+ into Ce4+,
narrowed the “effective band-gap” by 0.2 eV, and created a singly ionized oxygen vacancy species, thus changing
the total electrical resistance and creating its dual behavior. The exposure to a reducing atmosphere such as
carbon monoxide resulted in a significant increase in defects and converted some Ce4+ into Ce3+ and vice-versa
with oxygen atmosphere exposure.

1. Introduction

Ceria(CeO2)-based nanomaterials consist of one of the most reactive
rare-earth oxides that, when modified with cations of distinct valence,
present an n-type semiconductor behavior with a band-gap around
6 eV. However, owing to its unique physicochemical properties [1],
attributed to the electronic configuration of cerium atoms ([Xe]
4f15d16s2), this material has been extensively considered for applica-
tions, including catalysis [2], fuel cells [3], photocatalysis [4], hy-
drogen storage [5] and polishing materials [6], and chemical sensors
[7].

Distinct approaches have been employed to prepare CeO2-based
compounds for environmental sensing applications. Recent reports have
investigated the utilization of hybrid heterostructures such as reduced
graphene oxide (RGO)-CeO2 [8] and CeO2-B2O3 (B = Fe, Cr) [9] for
NO2 monitoring, hybrid CeO2-perovskite type sensing electrodes for

acetone [10], and polyaniline (PANI)-CeO2 nanocomposites for am-
monia detection [11]. However, virtually no attention has been given to
the detection and monitoring of carbon monoxide (CO), which has been
termed “the unnoticed poison of the 21st century” [12] owing to several
cases of unintentional intoxication worldwide [13]. The approximately
102.000 cases of emergency department visits for CO intoxication
during 2003–2013, in the USA [14], emphasize the need for prevention
efforts such as the use of CO alarms and adequate use and maintenance
of fuel and gas-powered devices.

Regarding the mechanisms behind the detection of gases using na-
nostructured materials, the interactions generated on a semiconductor
surface when exposed to certain atmospheres must be considered. In a
reducing atmosphere such as CO with temperatures above 473 K,
oxygen species can be withdrawn from a bulk and diffuse towards the
surface [15]. Consequently, oxygen vacancies are created along with a
reduction of Ce(IV) to Ce(III) [16]. In fact, upon formation of a single
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Ce(III) ion, there must be an energy reduction because of the relaxation
of the neighboring O2− ions, and this tiny polarization is sufficient
enough to trap charge carriers in localized configurations constituting
polarons that are responsible for the conduction phenomenon [17].
Therefore, the ability to release or uptake oxygen species dictates the
applicability of ceria-based materials for environmental and energy-
related applications and depends on the Ce(IV)/Ce(III) ratio, which in
turn depends on the concentration and types of oxygen vacancies and
other defects within the lattice structure [18]. In addition, a size var-
iation in lattice parameters exists because of the difference in the Ce(III)
and Ce(IV) ionic radii (128 and 111 pm, respectively) that results in the
development of strains that directly influence their properties [19].
Once a gas interacts with a film surface, interfacial characterizations are
critical for understanding the underlying conduction mechanisms.

Regarding electrical conduction, it has been widely accepted that, in
numerous polycrystalline semiconductor materials, potential barriers of
a Schottky-type nature are formed at particle or grain interfaces. These
barriers govern the electrical properties and any adsorbed or interacting
species at the surface can induce changes in the barrier heights as well
as in the concentration of its carriers [20]. Most researchers consider
that many semiconductor oxides have a large number of oxygen va-
cancies [21], that determine their n-type character. However, rare-
earth oxides with 4f-shells of lanthanide ions are likely to present
narrow electronic bands, and therefore, their electrical conduction in-
volve 4f electrons that migrate by an activated hopping mechanism of
polarons [22]. This was indicated by shreds of evidence such as low
electron mobility (μ) and an independence of the Seebeck coefficient
with temperature, which contrasts with a band model that predicts a
term as (−1/T) [23].

Our group developed a La-doped CeO2 compound [24], obtained by
the microwave-assisted hydrothermal (MAH) technique that presented
a significant dual response when exposed to CO and had a quick electric
response-time (tresp) of approximately 5 s and an extremely fast optical
reply of approximately 0.3 s that reversibly changed its surface color at
a temperature close to 673 K. This work aims to expand the knowledge
regarding how structural defects such as oxygen vacancies and reduced
Ce(III) species affect the electronic properties of La-doped CeO2 films
and to generate their visible phenomena when exposed to a CO atmo-
sphere.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Nanopowders preparation and characterization

Pure and La-doped ceria nanopowders were obtained by a MAH
technique, starting with the dissolution of 0.15 M Cerium (III) nitrate
hexahydrate (Ce(NO3)3·6H2O, 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) in distilled water
under magnetic stirring. In another beaker, lanthanum oxide (La2O3)
(99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved under constant stirring and heating
(343 K) assisted by nitric acid (HNO3, 65%, Labsynth) and added to the
former solution. The resulting mixture with a pH of 10 was adjusted
with potassium hydroxide (2 mol L−1, 99.5%, Labsynth). The solution
was poured into a sealed Teflon autoclave, placed in a microwave re-
action vessel (Panasonic NN-ST357WRP, 2.45 GHz, 800 W), heat-
treated at 373 K for 8 min (10 K/min), and then naturally cooled. The
solutions were centrifuged three times (10 min, 2.000 rpm) to separate
the precipitated oxide from the supernatant, washed with deionized
water, and dried at 373 K for 48 h in a laboratory oven (Solidsteel,
SSA85L).

The pure and La-doped ceria (CeO2) powders obtained are referred
to as P.C and L.D.C, respectively, for ease of use. They were structurally
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) with data collected by a
Rigaku-Dmax/2500PC with a Cu-Kα radiation λ = 1.5406 Å in the 2θ
range of 20–80° in room temperature. The mean crystallite size (d) was
calculated using the Scherrer method as (Kxλ)/(βxcosθ), where K is the
shape-factor (we used 0.94 because it is a good approximation for cubic

symmetries), λ is the X-ray wavelength, β is the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) in radians obtained with the aid of open-source
software QtiPlot (0.9.8.9 svn 2288, 02/11/2011) by a Lorentzian fit of
the (1 1 1) peaks, and θ is the diffraction angle of the main peak [25].
The Williamson-Hall method was used to measure the microdeforma-
tion [26,27]. To ensure the prepared samples’ purity, a commercial
cerium(IV) oxide with 99.9% purity from Sigma-Aldrich, named “S.A”,
was used as a comparison. The electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
spectra of the P.C and L.D.C samples were recorded on a Bruker EMX-
300 spectrometer operating at X-band (9 GHz) with a microwave power
of 2 mW, an amplitude modulation of 1Gauss, time constant of 2.56 ms,
conversion time of 10.24 ms, and modulation frequency of 100 kHz.
The g-factor was referenced with respect to MgO:Cr3+ (g = 1.9797) as
the external standard. An EPR measurement was performed at room
temperature (298 K), and the spectra were evaluated using the Sim-
Fonia program.

Ultraviolet–visible (UV–Vis) spectra were collected by a Varian
(Cary 5G) at the Sao Paulo State University (UNESP), Institute of
Chemistry, Araraquara, Brazil, in the diffuse reflectance mode with a
wavelength in the range of 200–800 nm. The effective band gap (Eg)
energy was obtained by means of a Tauc’s plot that provided an esti-
mation of Eg as shown in Eq. (1):

= −hνα A hν E( ) ( )n
g

1/ (1)

where α is the absorption coefficient, hν is the photon energy, A is the
band-tail parameter, and Eg is the band gap energy. The nature of the
electronic transitions provided the following values: direct allowed
(n = 1/2), direct forbidden (n = 3/2), indirect allowed (n = 2) and
indirect forbidden (n = 3). Therefore, considering a direct allowed
transition, we have Eq. (2):

= −hνα A hν E( ) ( )g
2 (2)

To complement our understanding of both P.C and L.D.C systems in
terms of their electronic-band structures and respective density of states
(DOS), DFT simulations were conducted using the CRYSTAL17 program
[28] with the WC1LYP (8% hybrid) functional. The oxygen atoms were
described by all-electron basis set O_6-31d1 [29], cerium atoms were
described by means of the effective core pseudopotential (ECP) basis
set, the Ce_ECP basis set [30]. To simulate the CeO2:La doped, a
2 × 2 × 2 supercell (using a conventional cell) of 32 and 64 Ce and O
atoms, respectively, was generated and two Ce atoms were symme-
trically substituted by two La atoms in the crystal lattice. The band
structures were obtained for 100 K points along the appropriate height-
symmetry paths of the adequate Brillouin zone, and the DOS diagrams
were calculated to analyze the corresponding electronic structure. To
analyze the changes on structural and electrical properties, the CeO2:La
model was compared with the undoped CeO2 supercell.

2.2. Sensor film preparation and characterization

Thick films were manually deposited using the obtained P.C and
L.D.C powders through a low-cost screen-printing technique using gly-
cerin (Glycerol p.a., ACS reagent, Labsynth) in a solid/ligand ratio of
30 mg/0.05 mL. The substrates were prepared as described in a pre-
vious work [31]. The sensor film thicknesses were 58 and 56 µm for the
P.C and L.D.C samples, respectively. As previously mentioned, the
alumina substrates were electrically measured and exhibited an in-
sulating behavior with no influence on the film electrical response [32].
The complex impedance spectroscopy (CIS) of the films was monitored
using an HP4284A impedance analyzer in a closed device for the op-
toelectronic characterization of materials, under patent in Brazil
(BR102016028383) and Argentina (AR103692). The measurement was
made at 673 K, chosen because of the color change phenomenon, that
occurred in the L.D.C sample [24]. Atmospheric changes were per-
formed from vacuum to 50 mmHg of synthetic air (20% O2) and CO
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atmospheres. For measurements during atmospheric exposure, a 1-mA
magnitude of excitation current was applied by the two-point probe
technique with an AC-type measurement in a frequency interval of
20 Hz–1 MHz.

Because of the applied current range, the electrode capacitance
contribution can be ignored [24]. To ensure that the electric response
was exclusively generated by the exposure to the different atmospheres,
the films were thermally treated three times in a dry-air-closed-atmo-
sphere up to 653 K with a 1 K/min rate and maintained for 2 h.
Therefore, no traces of humidity or glycerol (boiling point at
760 mmHg: 563 K [33]) influenced the measurements.

X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were per-
formed for the surface characterization with a Scienta Omicron
ESCA + spectrometer system equipped with a hemispherical analyzer
EA125 and an Al Kα (hn = 1486.7 eV) monochromatic source. The
source used 280 W, while the spectrometer worked at a constant pass
energy mode of 50 eV. All data analysis was performed using CASA XPS
Software (Casa Software Ltd, UK) with the spectra pretreated by per-
forming a Shirley background subtraction [34] with the baseline en-
compassing the entire spectrum and correcting the charge effects using
the C 1 s peak at 285.0 eV as the charge reference. The peak fitting was
performed using a Semi-Voigt function (convoluted Gaussian-Lor-
entzian line shapes) with a constant ratio between spin-orbit splitting
components to determine the area of each peak corresponding to the
signals from Ce3+ and Ce4+. The peaks were fitted in a series of
iterations that allowed the areas and their FWHMs to vary throughout
all steps with their locations varying up to 0.1 eV, because of the na-
noscale nature of the materials during the last iteration [35,36].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. X-rays diffraction analysis

Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the XRD analysis of the Ce1-(3/4)xLaxO2

powders (x = 0.00 and 0.08) obtained by the MAH technique at 373 K
for 8 min and the spectra of the commercial Sigma-Aldrich (S.A)
sample.

All three spectra clearly show the characteristic peaks of the CeO2

fluorite-like cubic structure (JCPDS 34-0394) with a space group Fm-
3m, theoretical lattice constant a = b = c = 5.411 Å and no trace of
impurities or secondary phases indicating an isomorphic substitution of
cerium (Ce4+) atoms by lanthanum (La3+) along with a complete
conversion of the precursors into the desired oxides. We propose the
modified Eqs. (3)–(5) to clarify the complete conversion of the pre-
cursors hydrolisys into the final products as reported by Hirano and
Inagaki [37]. We precipitated the white-colored hydrated hydroxides
(visible to the naked eye during the experiment) when pH-adjusted with
potassium hydroxide, then used microwave radiation to deprotonize
and convert them into oxides.

Ce(NO3)3·6H2O → Ce3+ + 3NO3
− + 6H2O (3)

Ce3+ + x.OH + y · H2O → [Ce(OH)x(H2O)y](3−x)+ (4)

[Ce(OH)x(H2O)y](3−x)++H2O → CeO2·nH2O + nH2O + H3O+ (5)

When comparing our samples to the pure CeO2 obtained by K.
Polychronopoulou et al. [38], in which some carbonate (Ce
(OH)x(CO3)y) peaks were observed, and to the 3 and 6% wt. Fe-doped
cerium oxides in which secondary phases of CeFeO3 were also present
[39], the purity of our samples was bolstered. The P.C and L.D.C
samples prepared by the MAH technique had higher intensities in the
(1 1 1) planes than those of the Sigma-Aldrich (S.A) sample, strength-
ening the capability of the MAH technique to produce highly-ordered
polycrystalline nanomaterials with short reaction times and tempera-
tures. This feature can also be recognized from the lattice strain mea-
surements that indicate a reduced long-range disorder (virtually no
stacking faults at (1 1 1) direction) for the P.C sample when compared
to the S.A and L.D.C samples. The mean crystallite size (D) calculated
by the Scherrer equation, along with the lattice constant a (Å) and the
induced lattice strain from crystal imperfections and distortions, given
by the expression FWHM/(4.tan θ) [40], are shown in Table 1.

The La-doped CeO2 had a reduced mean crystallite size compared to
that of the pure sample, despite the La3+ ions having a higher ionic
radius (0.110 nm) than that of Ce4+ (0.097 nm) [41]. This could be the
result of the use of nitric acid (HNO3) during the La2O3 dissolution,
which during dissociation generates more nitrate ions (NO3)− that in-
teract with potassium ions (K+) to form potassium nitrate (KNO3),
which in turn surrounds the nucleated La-doped CeO2 particles and
inhibits their growth [42].

3.2. Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy

The room-temperature EPR spectra are shown in Fig. 2. In general,
EPR signals of CeO2 can result from oxygen species adsorbed onto Ce4+

ions or from filled oxygen vacancies to form surroundings with different
symmetries [43]. Both spectra have similar behaviors typical of samples
with unpaired electrons that correspond to only one absorption event
plotted as its first derivative. The observed signal in a magnetic field
close to B0 = 3.388 G regarding the presence of paramagnetic species
such as Ce3+ ([Xe] 4f1 5d0) was in accordance with the reports of
Ratnasamy et al. [44] and Araújo et al. [45]. Note that the electron
configuration of Ce4+ with an atomic number (Z) = 54 corresponds to
the [Xe] electron configuration, while the Ce3+ (Z = 55) electron

Fig. 1. XRD of the P.C and L.D.C samples obtained by the MAH technique
compared to a commercial CeO2 sample with 99.9% purity.

Table 1
Mean crystallite size (D), lattice constant (a), and lattice strain of nanopowders,
calculated by Scherrer, Bragg and Williamson-Hall methods.

Sample 2θ(1 1 1) (°) FWHM (°) a (Å) D (nm) Lattice strain

S.A 28.46 0.847 5.43 10.11 0.0146
P.C 28.56 0.517 5.41 16.56 0.0089
L.D.C 28.36 0.821 5.62 10.42 0.0142

Fig. 2. EPR spectra of P.C and L.D.C samples obtained by MAH technique at
373 K for 8 min.
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configuration is [Xe] 4f1. The La3+ electron configuration is similar to
Ce+4 with no unpaired electrons, and therefore no paramagnetic signal
is expected. The highly symmetrical peak pattern characteristic of an
isotropic system is consistent with the high symmetry observed in the
XRD results. The signal did not have the hyperfine structure coupling
typical of materials with total spin (S) = ½ [46] with an augmented
intrinsic amount of defects because of the substitution of cerium with
lanthanum ions in a fluorite-type cubic structure. The signal can be
ascribed to the transitions of s = −1/2 ↔ s = +1/2 from unpaired
electrons of Ce3+ ions that are more energetically favorable owing to
their structural defects [47] such as oxygen vacancies located in the
nearest neighbor positions [48]. Once the first derivative spectra have
identical line-shape widths, it is reasonable to consider a simple relation
of the area = (width)2 × (height) as proportional to the content of the
paramagnetic species [49,50]. In this way, the L.D.C sample had a
signal ratio of 2.25 at B0 in comparison to the P.C, likely indicating a
higher amount of paramagnetic species. This is consistent with the as-
sumption that a higher lanthanum concentration requires more oxygen
vacancies likely described as complex clusters of the type [CeO7.VO

.] for
charge compensation, which in turn distorts the local cubic symmetry.
The EPR detection of complex defects in CeO2 has been discussed in
many publications [51–54] and relates mainly to a g-line of 2 observed
from room to very high temperatures, which is not typical for rare-earth
ions except for S-state ions. The g-factor was estimated from the rela-
tion ge = h.f/(B0.β), where h corresponds to the Planck constant
(6.62 × 10−34 J s), f the frequency of the radiation (9 GHz), β the Bohr
magneton 9.274 × 10−24 J/T, and B0 the magnetic field value at y = 0
(see Table 2).

The experimental g-factor (1.89) was slightly shifted from the the-
oretical g-value of 2 of the cubic site position of Ce3+ in the fluorite-
type structure [55], indicating the existence of spin-orbit coupling [56].
The slightly shifted g-value can be ascribed to changes in the electron
coupling of the surface superoxide-like species (O2

−) because of the
doping with La3+, which further confirms that the La-doped sample
possessed more singly ionized oxygen vacancies [57] and thus generate
more surface-active oxygen species responsible for enhancing its gas
sensing properties.

3.3. Ultraviolet–Visible spectroscopy, band structure and density of states

Fig. 3 shows the Tauc plots for the P.C and L.D.C samples along with
their respective energy gaps. The plots with a tail-like shape suggest a
non-uniform band gap structure with intermediary energy levels be-
tween the valence and the conduction bands. The L.D.C had a broader
transition likely indicating more intermediate levels within the gap. The
band-gap corresponds to the energy difference between the highest
energy level of the valence band (Ev) and the lowest energy level of the
conduction band (Ec). The energy bands of CeO2 can be split into two:
more densely filled oxygen 2p states below the Fermi level (EF), and
those above the EF related to the cerium 5d states which define the
band-gap magnitude [~(Ec − Ev)] as observed by density functional
theory studies [58]. Recent studies, which best describe the electronic
structure of ceria, have been performed and showed that the conduction
band is mainly composed of Ce 4f states [59].

To completely address the electronic structure of these materials, we
have performed theoretical simulations in order to verify the presence
of 4f localized states. Fig. 4a and b show the band structure and DOS for
the pure CeO2, that were shifted on zero according to Fermi Energy.

Fig. 5a shows a direct band gap at Γ point of 2.80 eV. The contribution
to the DOS regarding O and Ce atoms is shown in Fig. 5b. As can be
seen, the most contributor on the valence band maximum (VBM) is the
2p orbital of oxygen atoms, the three O-2p are degenerated and have no
O-s contribution on this energy range. On VB, the Ce-p orbitals con-
tribute less than O-2p, while the Ce-d presents contribution on the in-
ternal VB. In contrast, the most contributor on conduction band (CB) is
the Ce-f orbitals, and Ce-f(2z2-3x2-3y2)z orbital (Fig. 4c) presents the higher
density of states. In this sense, the electron transition on undoped CeO2

occurs between O-2p on VB and Ce-f on CB.
Fig. 5 show the band structures and the DOS of the La-doped CeO2.

A direct transition band gap at Γ point and a reduction of ~10% of the
theoretical band gap energy were observed (Fig. 5a). According to the
DOS analysis (Fig. 5b), after the La-doping, the O-2p stills the most
contributor on VBM, although the contribution is less than the un-
doped-CeO2. The reduction of O-2p contribution can be attributed to
the La-sp contribution on VB, that is higher on VB than on CB. The
influence of La-sp also reflects on Ce-d contribution, that was reduced
on a half in this energy range, if compared with the undoped-CeO2, and
also on Ce-f displaced on CB. The Ce-f orbitals, with Ce-f(2z2-3x2-3y2)z as the
most contributor, were displaced in 0.12 eV, and the electron transition
is between O-2p on VB and Ce-f on CB. Although a small separation
observed between Ce-f orbitals (in ~2.80 eV) (Fig. 5c), previously de-
generate on the undoped-CeO2 (f(x2-3y2)x/f(3x2-y2)y, and f(4z2-x2-y2)x/f(4z2-x2-y2)y),
the separation of these orbitals is not so significant as not to be con-
sidered (or proceed) degenerate after doping with La. Thus, these
analyzes corroborate with the creation of localized energy-levels in the
f-orbital of CB after doping with La [60–62].

Therefore, when working with ceria-based compounds in which
electrons can be found in the 4f1 state, with an E4f energy lower then
E5d, we might find an energy gap for electron transitions towards en-
ergy levels close to the 4f state, corresponding to the values around 3 eV
above Ev [63]. Such a gap value can be related to the existence of in-
termediate transitions between O 2p and Ce empty 4f-states, as well as
between Ce 4f states lying very close to the EF and the Ce 5d states close
to the conduction band (Ec). This is in accordance with theoretical si-
mulations [64] as a consequence of the reduction from Ce(IV) to Ce(III)
and the subsequent formation of oxygen vacancies [65,66]. Hence, the
introduction of a trivalent cation (La3+) in the lattice promotes a nar-
rowing effect on the energy gap (EF − Ev). As can be seen, experi-
mentally and theoretically, the L.D.C have a slightly lower energy-gap
value compared to the P.C sample. The films are discussed below by CIS
and XPS to investigate the phenomena that occur at the semiconductor-
bulk and surface levels and their relation to the strong dual-sensing
behavior of the L.D.C sample.

3.4. Complex impedance spectroscopy

The conductance and capacitance variations with frequency
strongly depend on the form and distribution of trap-states, which in
turn depend on the amount and type of doping agent, gas exposure, and

Table 2
Experimental g-factors and their respective values of magnetic field B0.

Sample B0 (T) g-factor

P.C 3388.50 × 10−4 1.8959
L.D.C 3388.91 × 10−4 1.8957

Fig. 3. UV–Vis spectra of the P.C and L.D.C samples obtained by MAH tech-
nique at 373 K for 8 min.
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temperature, and therefore demand specific studies for each case. Our
samples particularly depicted only deep bulk-trap effects on the total
electrical capacitance with no changes regarding grain boundaries
(CGB) because a mild band-bending should be expected for samples with
a relatively great distance in between Ec − EF at approximately 3 eV.
Therefore, the electrical conduction phenomena of the P.C and L.D.C
particles can be related to the transient 4f1 electrons that migrate by an
activated hopping mechanism of polarons intrinsically created after the
reduction of Ce(IV) to Ce(III) which is more energetically favorable in
P.C [67]. Only the L.D.C-based film exhibited a significant color
change. This was likely associated with electrons that are promoted
from the oxygen 2p states to lanthanum 3d states through the absorp-
tion of energy along with a facile reduction of Ce(IV) to Ce(III) owing to
itinerant 4f electrons, interpreted as distortion processes of [CeO8]
clusters [24]. This sample was used for impedance measurements.

Fig. 6(a) shows the Nyquist Plot (imaginary vs real part of complex
impedance) for the L.D.C film under distinct gaseous atmospheres
(10−3 mmHg of vacuum, and 50 mmHg of synthetic air and CO) at
673 K (chosen because of the color change, that occurred at 653 K).

The resultant spectrum was characterized by the presence of com-
pressed semicircle arcs under exposure to CO(g), vacuum, and air, with a
significant decrease of Rs(Ω) in the presence of CO in comparison to
vacuum and air. Regarding sensing behavior, the interaction between a
gaseous species and a film surface plays a crucial role and can be se-
parated into two steps:

(1) adsorption of oxygen atoms onto the surface owing to the contact
with the surrounding environment resulting in the formation of
distinct oxygen species(O2(ads) and O2

− for T < 423 K or O− and
O2− species for T > 423 K) [68] followed by

(2) reaction of the adsorbed species with the target gas (CO) forming

CO2 along with electrons injected towards the conduction band of
the semiconductor (4f states for CeO2).

An increase in resistivity of the film was observed as a consequence
of lanthanum doping [see Fig. 6 of Ref. [24] at t = 0). The energy
difference between the conduction band and the Fermi level (Ec − EF)
increases because of the modification with La(III), with a consequent
decrease in the number of available electrons for conduction and in-
crease the initial electrical resistance of the L.D.C sample. However,
exposure to a reducing atmosphere (CO gas) at 673 K provided energy
to a great number of electrons that were easily available for conduction,
thereby decreasing the sample electrical resistance. This behavior is
clearly shown in Fig. 6(b) where the L.D.C sample exposed to CO had
resistance values below the air and vacuum atmospheres for the entire
frequency range.

Otherwise, oxygen diffusion towards a bulk annihilates oxygen va-
cancies and thus increases the sample resistivity as shown in Fig. 6(a)
where samples were exposed to an air atmosphere. Compared to a re-
ducing atmosphere, the semicircle diameter of the sample increased
when exposed to air (oxidizing atmosphere). This phenomenon would
be detectable in the capacitance (Cp) changes at high frequencies if
there was band bending as in other oxides. However, the results of
Fig. 6(c) do not support the above interpretation, as the capacitance at
high frequencies did not change under distinct atmospheres and was in
accordance with the expected values for bulk CeO2 doped films, in-
dicating a flat band at the surface. At very low frequencies, all the ca-
pacitances show a similar behavior, with a magnitude of 10−9 F, which
is attributed to the trapping of charge carriers within structural defects
[69–72].

Fig. 4. (a) Band structure of CeO2 model, (b) density of states projected in over Ce and O, and total atoms, (c) density of states for f orbitals.

Fig. 5. (a) Band structure of CeO2-La model, (b) density of states projected in over Ce, O, La and total atoms, (c) density of states for f orbitals.
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3.5. X-ray photoemission spectroscopy

The local binding structures of the samples were investigated by
XPS. Fig. 7 shows the survey spectra for the P.C and L.D.C samples
before and after CO(g) treatment at 673 K.

The survey showed that carbon, ceria, and oxygen atoms were

present on the P.C film surface before and after CO treatment along,
while expected lanthanum atoms were present on the L.D.C film de-
picting a similar increase in the atomic percentage (at. %) of C 1 s along
with a reduction of Ce 3d for both samples after CO exposure.

For a more in-depth analysis, core-level spectra were made for the C
1 s and O 1 s species as shown in Fig. 8a and b, respectively. High-
resolution analyses were performed for the core-level Ce 3d species
(Fig. 8c), once the used excitation source didn’t have an intense va-
lence-band Ce-4f photoemission [73]. Therefore, further studies are
required using resonant photoelectron spectroscopy using photon en-
ergies near 120 eV [74,75], to elucidate the relative concentration of
the Ce3+/Ce4+ oxidation states along the film surface.

The C 1s spectra exhibited no significant difference between the P.C
to the L.D.C samples, depicted binding energy peaks of CeC and CeH
(~284.5 eV), CeO (~286 eV), C]O (~288 eV), and OeC]O
(~290 eV) species. The relative intensities of the C-O-type species were
reduced after CO exposure because of the high surface reactivity of the
ceria samples.

The O 1s spectra of the samples had present a slight difference in
peak forms, which were deconvoluted to obtain additional information.
These results indicate that the oxygen bonded to carbon was likely
related to the carbonate and carbon dioxide (~531–533 eV) species and
the hydroxyl and surface defects (~530 eV); oxygen also bonded to the
lattice (~529 eV). It can be seen that the high binding-energy shoulders
shifted because of the modification with lanthanum and the exposure to
CO. Praline et al. [76] attributed these features to hydroxyl or some
hydroxyl-containing oxide rather than to physisorbed oxygen. Laachir
et al. [77] attributed these peaks to the emissions from the hydroxyl
and carbonate species. For our samples, the C 1s emission didn't in-
crease with the addition of lanthanum, or with exposure to CO; there-
fore, one can conclude that the shoulder unlikely came from the car-
bonate species once they were mostly eliminated after heat treatment at
653 K for 2 h.

The ratio of the O1s peaks related to structural defects and the peaks
of the crystalline lattice are listed in Table 3. It is clear that the de-
fective oxygen species of the L.D.C increased by approximately 8%
compared to that of the P.C sample before and after exposure to CO,
because of the structural modification with La(III). In the pure CeO2

system, the reduction of Ce(IV) → Ce(III) was the result of the forma-
tion of oxygen vacancies that released electrons, transferred to their
neighboring Ce(IV) cations, as shown in Eqs. (6) and (7) [41]:

O2− → 1/2 O2(g) + 2e′ (6)

Ce4+ + e′ → Ce3+ (7)

It is evident that the deconvoluted Ce (3d) spectrum was relatively
complex because of the presence of mixed Ce3+ and Ce4+ oxidation

Fig. 6. (a) Nyquist plot, (b) Rp × f (Hz) and (c) Cp × f (Hz) for the L.D.C
sample measured at 673 K under vacuum, air and CO atmospheres from 20 Hz
to 1 MHz.

Fig. 7. XPS survey of P.C and L.D.C samples before and after CO exposure.
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states as evidenced by the spin-orbit multiplets that give rise to 10
distinct peaks.

The spectra were adjusted without constraints using multiple
Gaussian profiles. The FWHM varied between 2.2 and 3.0 eV with a
peak-position accuracy of± 0.1 eV. The fitted peaks denoted as v and u
refer to a set of multiplets regarding the spin-orbit coupling of 3d5/2 and
3d3/2, respectively. The doublets were separated by 18.5–18.6 eV. The
peaks named as v0, v′, u0, and u′ refer to Ce in the oxidation state +3
[78,79], and v, v″, v″′, u, u″ and u″′ to Ce4+. In particular, v, v″, and v″′
can be attributed to CeO2, while v and v″ are likely assigned to a
mixture of Ce 3d94f2 – O 2p4 and Ce 3d94f1 – O 2p5 configurations, and
v″′ is a pure Ce 3d94f0 – O 2p6 final state. The peak close to 916 eV (u″′)
is a clear indicator of Ce(IV) once it has not superposed with any of the
Ce(III) lines corresponding to the unscreened Ce-3d3/2 final state of
Ce4+ [80]. However, one cannot trace a linear dependence between the
Ce4+ concentration and u″′ intensities [81]. However, v0 and v′ are the
result of a mixture of Ce 3d94f2 – O 2p4 and Ce 3d94f1 – O 2p5 con-
figurations in Ce2O3-like structures [82,83]. The u structures can be
explained in the same way owing to the Ce3d3/2 level. These additional
peaks resulted from the so-called “shake-down” states where electrons
are transferred from the O 2p level to an excited Ce 4f state [84,85].

Using the relative areas of the components belonging to the corre-
sponding oxidation states (AreaCe3+ and AreaCe4+), the relative con-
centration of Ce3+ (Table 3) was determined as:

%Ce3+ = [AreaCe3+ (AreaCe3+ + AreaCe4+)]x100% (8)

As shown in Table 3 (1st and 2nd row), an increase of 8% in the
proportion of defective to lattice-oxygen species as a consequence of La-
doping was observed, likely ascribed to the creation of oxygen va-
cancies. This result can be depicted as 22% of the P.C sample having
vacant oxygen sites in its structure against 30% for the L.D.C sample.
The decrease of more than 5% in the Ce3+ surface content after doping
with lanthanum was consistent with the increase of bulk singly ionized
oxygen species detected with EPR spectroscopy.

We must consider the equilibrium between the ordered and dis-
ordered [CeO8] clusters, with their resonance being represented as:

[CeO8]ox ↔ [CeO8]dx (9)

Then, we can consider the intrinsic generation of the following
clusters:

[CeO8]ox + [CeO8]dx → [CeO8]o′ + [CeO7.Vo
.]+½O2 (10)

[CeO8]ox + [CeO7.Vo
.] → [CeO8]o′ + [CeO7.Vo

..] (11)

[CeO8]ox + [CeO7.Vo
x] → [CeO8]o′ + [CeO7.Vo

.] (12)

[CeO7.VO
x] + [CeO7.VO

.] → [CeO7.VO
x]o′ + [CeO7.VO

..] (13)

In air atmosphere, the interaction of oxygen species with these
clusters can likely be considered as:

[CeO7.Vo
x] + O2 → [CeO7.Vo

x]⋯O2 (ads) (14)

[CeO7.Vo
•] + O2 → [CeO7.Vo

•]⋯O2(ads) (15)

[CeO7.Vo
••] + O2 → [CeO7.Vo

••]⋯O2(ads) (16)

We also must consider that different oxygen species can be formed
depending on the working temperature [86]. For CeO2 clusters, we can
rewrite the Eqs. (14) and (15) as:

[CeO7.Vo
x]…O2(ads) → [CeO7.Vo

•]⋯O2′(ads) (17)

[CeO7.Vo
•]…O2(ads) → [CeO7.Vo

••]⋯O2(ads) for (T > 573 K) (18)

Eqs. (17) and (18) lead to the amount of ionized oxygen species
adsorbed onto the CeO2 surface; we could also have used the steps in
which an electron is transferred from the Ce+3 to the oxygen adsorbed
onto the surface. This possible transfer can decrease the number of
electron in 4f states and reduce the hopping electrical conduction.

[CeO7.Vo
x]⋯O2(ads) + [CeO8]o′→[CeO7.Vo

x]⋯O2′ + [CeO8]ox (19)

[CeO7.Vo
•]⋯O2(ads) + [CeO8]o′→[CeO7.Vo

•]⋯O2′ + [CeO8]ox (20)

[CeO7.Vo
••]⋯O2(ads) + [CeO8]o′→[CeO7.Vo

••]⋯O2′ + [CeO8]ox (21)

After exposure to CO, one can assume that part of the available
Ce4+ species in the L.D.C sample reacted at the surface once the Ce(III)
increased by almost 2%, and the defective (VO

.) oxygen species in-
creased by 6%. Once the exposure to CO(g) at 653 K had raised the
amount of oxygen vacant sites for both cases, the interaction of the gas
with the film surface of the P.C and L.D.C samples can be established
through the reaction with adsorbed oxygen species represented by Eqs.
(22) and (23), normally used to explain semiconductors reaction with
CO(g) [87,88].

CO + O− → CO2 + VO
. + e′ (22)

CO + O2− → CO2 + VO
.. + 2e′ (23)

At temperatures greater than 450 K, CO reacts with the adsorbed
oxygen species on the CeO2 surface according to the following equa-
tions:

2CO + O2
−
(ads) → 2CO2 + e− (T < 373 K), (24)

CO + O−→ CO2 + e− (373 K < T < 573 K), (25)

Fig. 8. XPS analyses of (a) O 1s, (b) C 1s and (c) Ce 3d species for the P.C and L.D.C samples before and after CO exposure.

Table 3
Analysis of the ratio of O1s of the defects of the crystalline lattice, and the
relative concentration of surface Ce3+ species.

Sample Odefect Olattice Odefect/Olattice Ce3+

Area Area Ratio %

P.C 20,423 91,066 0.22 23.88
L.D.C 34,045 112,214 0.30 18.58
L.D.C_CO 35,127 96,534 0.36 20.42
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2CO + 2O2
−
(ads) → 2CO2 + 2e−+O2(T > 573 K), (26)

When samples were previously exposed to an oxygen atmosphere
and later to a CO atmosphere, Eq. (26) can be expressed as:

[CeO7.Vo
x] + [CeO7.Vo

•]⋯O2 → [CeO7.Vo
•]⋯O2́+[CeO7.Vo

•] (27)

[CeO7.Vo
•]⋯O2́+CO → [CeO7.Vo

•]⋯Ó⋯CO2 (28)

[CeO7.Vo
•]⋯Ó⋯CO2(ads) → [CeO7.Vo

x] + CO2 + ½O2 (29)

where, the electrons situated in the O2́ species adsorbed onto the sur-
face, returned to the bulk, reduced the cluster system from [CeO7.Vo

•]
to [CeO7.Vo

x], and increased the electrical conduction. However, if the
sample had been previously exposed to a vacuum atmosphere, then we
must consider the reaction between CO and the oxygen clusters as
follows.

2[CeO8]ox⋯[CeO8]dx⋯CO → [CeO8]o′⋯[CeO7.Vo
••]⋯[CeO8]o′ + CO2

(30)

From the previous equations, we can observe that when CO reacts at
the surface (with oxygen adsorbed or with the lattice oxygen) two
electrons are available for the 4f states, thus increasing the number of
Ce3+ species ([CeO8]o′) on the right side of the equation. The proposed
cluster [CeO8]o′⋯[CeO7.VO

..]⋯[CeO8]o′ was previously suggested in
studies using a positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS)
technique [89,90].

Exposure to CO(g) caused an increase of almost 2% in the amount of
Ce(III) species on the surface. Note that pure cerium dioxide virtually
did not undergo any color change, while the lanthanum-doped film had
reversibly and almost instantaneously (~0.3 s) done so [24]. Con-
sidering the presence of localized 4f electrons that acquired energy
through the exposure of CO(g) at 653 K, within a cubic symmetry with a
mean crystallite size of more than 10 nm, the electrical transport can be
easily ascribed to the hopping process in which electrons hop rather
than tunnel from one atom/molecule to another [91]. The interaction
of electrons and phonons in the lattice site may lead to self-trapping, in
which the electrons polarize their neighboring molecules and become
trapped in self-induced potential wells, because of the polarization field
generated by the moving electrons carried through the lattice. This
combination can be considered as a quasi-particle generally referred to
as a polaron [92,93].

The previously reported process of luminescence visible to the
naked eye [24] corresponds to the de-excitation of those excited atoms
or molecules (or the annihilation of excitons through recombination) by
re-emission of the absorbed energy as light [94]. Therefore, the fol-
lowing structural aspects of the P.C sample can be taken into con-
sideration when using the Eqs. (9)–(13): The presence of Ce4+ species is
represented using [CeO8]x, [CeO7.Vo

x], and [CeO7.VO
.] for neutral and

paramagnetic clusters and [CeO7.VO
..] for non-paramagnetic clusters.

The presence of Ce3+ species is represented by the [CeO8]o′ cluster,
while the formation of a cluster with two paramagnetic vacancies, also
likely responsible for the paramagnetic effect, can be represented by
[CeO7.VO

. - LaO7.VO
.].

For the L.D.C sample, we also have to consider the presence of
lanthanum atoms that form complex clusters of defects that can be
represented as.

[LaO8] o
x⋯[LaO7.VO

x] → [LaO8]o′…[LaO7.VO
.] (31)

[LaO8]ox⋯[CeO7.VO
x] → [LaO8]o′…[CeO7.VO

.] (32)

[CeO8]ox⋯[LaO7.VO
x] → [CeO8]ox…[LaO7.VO

.]′ (33)

[CeO8.]o′ + [LaO7.Vo
•] → [CeO7.Vo

•] + [LaO8.]o′ (34)

[CeO8.]o′ + [LaO8]x + [LaO7.Vo
x] ↔

[CeO8]ox + [LaO7.Vo
•]′ + [LaO8]o′ (35)

Using the previous results considering the positron annihilation

lifetime spectroscopy [89] technique, these equations can be written as.

[LaO8]ox + [LaO7.Vo
x] → [LaO7.Vo

•]…[LaO8]o′ (36)

[LaO8]ox + [LaO7.Vo
•]′ → [LaO7. Vo

••]′…[LaO8]o′ (37)

Worth to mention that these equations are only bi-dimensional re-
presentations and that a volumetric three-dimensional perspective
should be taken into consideration. Therefore, the observed free
charges could likely be localized in any of the rare-earth elements
neighboring the oxygen-vacant sites.

We can also consider a doubly-ionized oxygen vacancy formation
during this process, which would lead to a non electrical resistance
change written as.

[LaO8.]o′⋯[CeO7. Vo
•]⋯[LaO8]ox → [LaO8]o′⋯[CeO7. Vo

••]⋯[LaO8]o′
(38)

Eq. (38) represents the increase in the EPR signal when samples are
doped along with an increase in the number of defective clusters after
La addition and a decrease of Ce3+ species. To clarify, with the in-
troduction of quasi-Fermi levels (4f states) for trapped electron and
holes, defect states in the forbidden energy gap may act as electron or
hole traps depending on their states of occupancy, and the trapping
states can be classified as shallow or deep traps. The electron states
involved in the reaction process decrease with an increase in energy
from the quasi-Fermi level for trapped electrons up to the edge of the
conduction band or with a decrease in energy from the quasi-Fermi
level for trapped holes down to the top of the valence band. Free car-
riers falling into one of these states will then be re-emitted with high
probability back into the band from which they came. The temperature
for establishing the degree of occupancy will determine whether a trap
acts as a shallow trap. Reasonably, we use this definition of a shallow
trap state as a “statistical” one in contrast to the distinction between the
shallow and deep trap states provided by physical arguments. Shallow
traps are characterized by a very small ionization energy that in the
order of phonon energies. Deep traps have ionization energies many
times that of the phonon, and consequently, the capture of a free carrier
may involve multiphonon transitions. At temperatures above several
degrees Kelvin, shallow trap states are empty and both definitions of
shallow traps are identical. However, at the elevated temperatures in
our case, deep trap states may turn into “statistically” shallow traps,
forming very complex defective clusters.

4. Conclusion

The XRD results confirmed the effectiveness of the MAH technique
in obtaining pure and lanthanum-doped ceria polycrystalline nano-
powders within low reaction times and temperatures once the obtained
samples were well-indexed to a pure fluorite-type cubic structure (space
group: Fm3m) with a theoretical lattice parameter of 5.411 Å.

The EPR result with the highly symmetric pattern typical of mate-
rials with total spin (S) = ½, confirmed the increase in the content of
paramagnetic species after Lanthanum modification, while the UV–Vis
spectroscopy showed a narrowing of 0.2 eV in the energy-gap between
the Fermi level and the valence band because of this doping. The the-
oretical results corroborate the band gap energy reduction, the pre-
dominance of the 4f orbitals in the conduction band and the unfolding
of the f orbitals levels with doping.

The CIS measurements confirmed the electrical response of the La-
doped system against a CO atmosphere, showing its potential as a gas-
sensor material. The CIS study also revealed an increase in total elec-
trical resistance in response to air atmosphere exposure because of the
oxygen adsorption at the grain surfaces and diffusion into the grains
which annihilated oxygen vacancies and thereby generated a decrease
in conductance. For the reducing atmosphere, with CO exposure, the
total resistance of the system decreased, and this phenomenon was
direct proof of an increase of the oxygen vacancies along with the
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consequent reduction of the Ce(IV) → Ce(III) reaction.
In conclusion, the XPS spectra of pure and lanthanum-doped CeO2

were obtained, and detailed analysis showed that the addition of a re-
latively small quantity of La3+ along with the exposure to a reducing
atmosphere such as CO resulted in the following significant events: (I)
the promotion of the conversion of some Ce3+ into Ce4+ and vice-
versa, (ii) the narrowing of the “effective band-gap” in 0.2 eV, and (iii)
the creation of singly ionized oxygen vacancy species that changed the
total electrical resistance because of the strong contribution of the 4f
orbitals as shown by theoretical simulations. This conclusion is a good
indication that the dual behavior of the La-doped CeO2 film originates
from intrinsic defects and charge transfer after a certain degree of
structural disorder arising from the contribution of different inter-
mediary energy levels within the band-gap as a result of the lanthanum
addition.
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